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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

At the core of the health of the U.S. economy and the stability of the U.S. financial system is our central bank—the Federal Reserve System (“Federal Reserve”). Since 1913, the Federal Reserve has aimed to provide the nation with a safe, flexible, and more stable monetary and financial system. This report reveals a sustained effort by China, over more than a decade, to gain influence over the Federal Reserve and a failure by the Federal Reserve to combat this threat effectively.

China has made no secret of its goal to supplant the U.S. as the global economic leader and end the U.S. dollar’s status as the world’s primary reserve currency. China has been willing to use every tool at its disposal in order to do so. As Federal Bureau of Investigation Director Christopher Wray warned, “the greatest long-term threat to our nation’s information and intellectual property, and to our economic vitality, is the counterintelligence and economic espionage threat from China. It’s a threat to our economic security—and by extension, to our national security.”1 He underscored that “China is engaged in a whole-of-state effort to become the world’s only superpower by any means necessary.”2

Given the scale and scope of China’s ambitions, it is no surprise that this investigation finds us in familiar territory. In 2019, an investigative report of the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, chaired by Senator Portman, documented how China uses talent recruitment programs, the most prominent of which is the Thousand Talents Plan, to target science and technology sectors. Talent recruitment plans aim to recruit high-quality overseas talent—primarily from the United States—including academics, scientists, engineers, entrepreneurs, and finance experts. The plans provide monetary benefits and other incentives to lure experts into providing proprietary information or research to China in violation of our laws and conflict of interest rules. China, in turn, exploits American research, intellectual property, and open collaboration—often U.S. taxpayer funded—for its own economic and military gain.

Although the Subcommittee’s 2019 talent recruitment plan investigation focused on America’s science and technology sectors, this investigation reveals that China has also targeted the Federal Reserve to undermine American economic and monetary policy since at least 2013.

* * * * *

1 Christopher Wray, Director, Fed. Bureau of Investigation, Remarks at the Hudson Institute, Video Event: China’s Attempt to Influence U.S. Institutions (July 7, 2020).
2 Id.
This investigation of the U.S. Federal Reserve shows how China has used a variety of tactics to recruit U.S.-based economists to provide China with knowledge and intellectual capital in exchange for monetary gain and other benefits.

A Federal Reserve counterintelligence analysis identified 13 persons of interest as having connections with known Chinese talent recruitment plan members or “having similar patterns of activity the [Federal Reserve] analysts deemed” of potential concern. Federal Reserve investigators dubbed these individuals, representing no fewer than 8 of the 12 Federal Reserve Banks, as the “P-Network.”

These individuals’ actions and connections to Chinese talent programs are alarming. This report includes selected case studies on P-Network individuals: stark examples of the ways in which the Chinese Government has attempted to gain access to sensitive internal information and influence the Federal Reserve. For example,

- **Individual Forcibly Detained in China.** Chinese officials forcibly detained one Federal Reserve Bank employee on four separate occasions during a 2019 trip to Shanghai, including at his hotel. Chinese officials threatened the individual’s family unless the individual provided them with economic information and assistance, allegedly tapped the employee’s phones and computers, and copied the contact information of other Federal Reserve officials from the individual’s WeChat account. The officials attempted to coerce the employee—under threat of imprisonment—to sign a letter that the individual would not discuss the interactions.

- **Affiliations with Chinese Bank.** The investigation found multiple U.S. Federal Reserve employees with close ties to the People’s Bank of China (“PBOC”)—China’s central bank. One individual at a Federal Reserve Bank previously held a position with the PBOC for part of 2017 meant for “overseas, top performing talent with directly applicable, advanced modeling experience, and insight with China and U.S. economic monetary policy.”

- **Ties to Chinese Universities Linked to Talent Programs.** Multiple Federal Reserve employees maintain close ties to Chinese academic organizations known to be affiliated with China’s Thousand Talents Program, such as Shanghai Advanced Institute of Finance at Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Tsinghua University, Wuhan University, and Fanhai International School of Finance at Fudan University. For example, one Federal Reserve Bank employee acknowledged that he applied to the Thousand Talents Program in exchange for sponsorship by one of the universities.

- **Connections to Chinese Media Outlets.** An employee at one Federal Reserve Bank directly interacted with officials at China’s Xinhua News Agency—an
arm of Chinese Government with propaganda and intelligence collection functions—to share articles, offer assistance with press questions, and invite officials to visit Washington, D.C., and the city in which his home Bank is located. This individual also had connections with Chinese talent recruitment programs and extensive and unusual travel patterns in China.

- **Unapproved Data Transfers.** One Federal Reserve Bank employee with sensitive access to Federal Reserve Board data provided modeling code to a Chinese university with ties to PBOC. Another Federal Reserve Bank employee attempted to transfer large volumes of data from the Federal Reserve to an external site in at least two separate instances. The individual had continuous contacts with Chinese nationals and universities associated with talent recruitment programs as well as access to sensitive datasets “considered of high value to an adversary” and had previously received a request from an individual with ties to the Chinese Government for non-public information on three Federal Reserve Bank presidents’ views on rate hikes.

- **Support for Known Talent Program Members.** Multiple Federal Reserve employees recommended Chinese contacts and known talent members for awards and academic positions. An individual at a Federal Reserve Bank nominated a dean at Peking University for a significant award, describing the dean as highly knowledgeable about the National Thousand Talents Program.

- **Attempts at Subterfuge and Tradecraft.** When confronted about suspicious activity, at least one Federal Reserve employee resorted to adversarial tradecraft—switching to different, unmonitored communications channels and changing email names. Analysis of the internet browsing history of another Federal Reserve employee of a Federal Reserve Bank revealed the employee had been searching for articles relating to individuals arrested for economic espionage and lying about providing Chinese intelligence agents with confidential information in exchange for financial compensation. The same employee used “xijinping” as a website password.

Despite these long-running and brazen actions by Chinese officials and certain Federal Reserve employees, the investigation found the Federal Reserve unable to counter this threat effectively. Compounding this was a lack of internal counterintelligence competency at the Federal Reserve or sufficient ongoing cooperation with Federal law enforcement and intelligence agencies. After the Committee initiated the investigation, the Federal Reserve implemented new policies prohibiting employees from accepting any compensation from a country of concern, including China. However, the Federal Reserve still has limited approval requirements for international collaborations or prohibitions on participating in a
talent recruitment plan. Left unchecked, these gaps continue to present China with an open avenue to disrupt the integrity of the American financial system, jeopardizing U.S. national security.
FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Findings of Fact

(1) For over a decade, China has engaged in a sustained malign influence and information theft campaign against the U.S. Federal Reserve, taking advantage of America’s open and collaborative research practices. Efforts by Beijing include talent plan recruitment, offers of academic positions, and—in at least one instance—forcible detainment and threats of imprisonment of a Federal Reserve employee.

(2) The Federal Reserve has been unable to counter China’s malign influence and collection campaign effectively. The investigation found that the Federal Reserve lacks sufficient counterintelligence expertise and cooperation with U.S. law enforcement and the U.S. Intelligence Community. As a result, the Federal Reserve is unable to obtain timely and fulsome intelligence or identify intelligence threats quickly, hindering investigations into potential talent recruitment activities.

(3) The Federal Reserve lacks policies and procedures sufficient to prevent many of these malign influence and collection attempts. Similar to many other science and technology research ventures in the U.S. Government, the Federal Reserve appropriately relies on foreign collaboration to “share their thinking, compare analyses, and stay informed of developments around the world.” After the initiation of this investigation, the Federal Reserve took steps to address this by prohibiting officials from accepting compensation from restricted countries, including China. However, these new policies are insufficient because they do not require Federal Reserve employees to disclose membership in a talent recruitment plan.

(4) Despite known ties to talent recruitment plans, Federal Reserve employees retain access to confidential information. The Federal Reserve maintains a program meant to protect its most sensitive nonpublic information, Federal Open Market Committee restricted controlled information. Continued access requires that employees adhere to Federal Reserve ethics and other code of conduct policies. Despite known ties to talent plans or relationships with known members, the Committee found that all but one of the individuals profiled in this report retain access to this confidential information.

B. Recommendations

(1) Congress should promptly enact the bipartisan Safeguarding American Innovation Act (SAIA). At present, America lacks the ability to counter foreign threats to American research and intellectual property. Some
Federal Reserve employees receive external funding for research, such as through academic institutions or the National Science Foundation. Enactment of SAIA would help protect that American taxpayer funded economic and financial research and intellectual property from foreign threats.

(2) **The Federal Reserve should develop a comprehensive strategy to combat both illegal and extralegal transfers of U.S. intellectual property and research.** This report shows that Chinese efforts at influence and collection are not confined to scientific research—U.S. financial institutions, including the Federal Reserve, are primary targets.

(3) **The Federal Reserve should enhance its relationship with Federal law enforcement agencies and members of the intelligence community.** The timely and robust sharing of information—including classified intelligence products—is needed between law enforcement and intelligence agencies and the Federal Reserve to ensure that threat information is accessible and actionable.

(4) **The Federal Reserve must improve protection of confidential information.** The Federal Reserve should implement robust foreign contact, travel, financial support, conflict of interest, and conflict of commitment reporting requirements for Federal Reserve employees with access to confidential information, such as Class I, II, and III Federal Open Market Committee Restricted Controlled information. This should include a compliance and auditing program with penalties for failures to disclose including potential termination or denial of continued access to confidential Federal Reserve information.

(5) **The Federal Reserve should implement a “Know Your Collaborator” culture.** The Federal Reserve should establish best practices in monitoring economic research collaboration with foreign nationals and determining whether such collaboration adheres to security requirements.
I. Background

The Chinese Government makes no secret of wanting to be the world superpower.\(^3\) No sector or institution is off limits, and China has shown that it will use any means necessary to achieve its goals.\(^4\) China uses a variety of tactics to exploit America’s openness to advance its own national interests and achieve economic and military dominance.\(^5\) These and other efforts by Beijing, according to FBI Director Christopher Wray, make China “the biggest long-term threat to our economic and national security.”\(^6\)

In recent years, China’s malign efforts to obtain research in science and technology fields have garnered much attention. But, as shown in this report, China considers financial knowledge and economic capability to be a lynchpin to its military modernization efforts. To this end, China has and will continue to target the American financial sector, particularly the U.S central bank—the Federal Reserve. Such efforts, according to the Federal Reserve’s chief information security officer, position China to obtain “information as well as to position [itself] to gain or potentially purchase influence.”\(^7\) And “the danger China poses ... isn’t just complex. It’s also getting worse,” Director Wray has warned, adding that “the Chinese government is using intimidation and repression to shape the world to be more accommodating to China’s campaign of theft.”\(^8\) This section discusses the national security threat China poses, summarizes prior Committee investigations that demonstrate China’s threat, and highlights the role of the Federal Reserve System and the importance of keeping it free of malign foreign influence.

---

\(^3\) Securing the U.S. Research Enterprise from China’s Talent Recruitment Plans: Hearing Before the Permanent Subcomm. on Investigations of the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Comm., 116th Cong. (Nov. 19, 2019) (statement of John Brown, Assistant Director, Counterintelligence Division, Fed. Bureau of Investigation) (“[T]he Communist government of China has proven that it will use any means necessary to advance its interests at the expense of others, including the United States, and pursue its long-term goal of being the world’s superpower by 2049. The Chinese Government knows that economic strength and scientific innovation are the keys to global influence and military power, so Beijing aims to acquire our ... expertise, to erode our competitive advantage and supplant the United States as a global superpower”).

\(^4\) Id.

\(^5\) See Christopher Wray, Director, Fed. Bureau of Investigation, Remarks at the Hudson Institute, Video Event: China’s Attempt to Influence U.S. Institutions (July 7, 2020) (noting, “China, as led by the Chinese Communist Party, is going to continue to try to misappropriate our ideas, influence our policymakers, manipulate our public opinion, and steal our data. They will use an all-tools and all-sectors approach”).

\(^6\) Id.

\(^7\) FRB-PSI-0000830.

A. The Threat Posed By China

China’s rise to economic power has been swift and deliberate. Prior to 1979, China’s economy was routed primarily in centralized policies that promoted isolation.\(^9\) Economic reforms over the past 40 years, however, have ushered in an explosion in global trade, foreign investment, and free-market reforms.\(^{10}\) As outlined in China’s “Made in China 2025” plan, improved economic governance and robust financial and fiscal systems are crucial to China’s rise.\(^{11}\) To supplement this growth, China has made economic innovation a main priority.\(^{12}\)

The U.S. Intelligence Community has stressed the threat China poses to our national security. In the 2021 Annual Threat Assessment, the Director of National Intelligence warned that “China will remain the top threat . . . as [it] targets key . . . institutions associated with defense, energy, finance, and other sectors.”\(^{13}\) Director Wray has similarly characterized China as the largest threat to “our ideas, our innovation, and our economic security,”\(^{14}\) noting that the FBI has over 2,000 open cases focused on China, with a new case being opened approximately every 12 hours.\(^{15}\) Director Wray recently warned, “China poses a far more complex and pervasive threat . . . than even most sophisticated . . . leaders realize.”\(^{16}\) To achieve their goals, Director Wray noted, the Chinese are “set on using every tool at their disposal to do it.”\(^{17}\) This seemingly includes inducing U.S. Federal law enforcement officials to aid the Chinese Government. Just weeks before the release of this report, the U.S. Department of Justice announced an indictment of several

---

10 Id.
11 See Scott Kennedy, Ctr. Strategic & Int’l. Stud., Made in China 2025 (2015), https://www.csis.org/analysis/made-china-2025 (noting, “[I]f China successfully upgrades its manufacturing capacity, that will have meant it has also likely improved its overall economic governance, including its financial and fiscal systems”).
13 Off. of the Dir. of Nat’l Intelligence, Ann. Threat Assessment of the US Intelligence Community 7 (Apr. 9, 2021). In its 2022 Annual Threat Assessment, the Director of National Intelligence similarly cautioned, “Beijing’s willingness to use espionage, subsidies, and trade policy to give its firms a competitive advantage represents … an ongoing challenge for the U.S. economy and its workers.” Id.
15 Id.
17 Id.
individuals for their role in a Chinese Government orchestrated scheme involving, in part, current and former Department of Homeland Security officials’ “procurement and dissemination of sensitive and confidential information from a restricted Federal law enforcement database.”  

In testimony before the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations (“PSI”) during Senator Portman’s chairmanship, John Brown, then-Assistant Director of the FBI’s Counterintelligence Division, stated:

[T]he Communist government of China has proven that it will use any means necessary to advance its interests at the expense of others, including the United States, and pursue its long-term goal of being the world’s superpower by 2049 . . . The Chinese government knows that economic strength and scientific innovation are the keys to global influence and military power. So Beijing aims to acquire our . . . expertise, to erode our competitive advantage and supplant the United States as a global superpower.19

Then-Commander, U.S. Cyber Command Gen. Keith Alexander described intellectual property theft and cyber espionage in general as “the greatest transfer of wealth in history.”20 The sentiment was underscored by former national security advisor and retired Lt. Gen. H.R. McMaster. When asked about China’s growing and intertwined military and economic threat at a March 2021 Senate Armed Services Committee hearing on global security challenges, Lt. Gen. McMaster stressed the need for the United States to defend itself:

[I]t’s gut-wrenching to see how much has been stolen right . . . from . . . under our noses. And much of that research [is] funded by the Congress. . . . I think the financial dimension of this is something worth a great deal of scrutiny. We are, in large measure, underwriting our own demise.21

---

B. Prior Committee Investigations into China

As then-Chairman of the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, Senator Portman released multiple bipartisan investigative reports demonstrating ways in which China threatens our national security. These include reports detailing China’s role in the opioid crisis by shipping illicit synthetic opioids like fentanyl through international mail; China’s propaganda efforts at U.S. colleges and universities through Confucius Institutes and the threats posed by Chinese-owned telecom carriers operating in the United States. Senator Portman has also examined cyberattacks against U.S. companies that have been attributed to Chinese actors, including Equifax’s 2017 data breach and Marriott’s 2018 data breach. In November 2019, Senator Portman and Senator Carper released a bipartisan investigative report on China’s use of talent recruitment plans to recruit U.S.-based researchers, scientists, and experts in the public and private sector to provide China with knowledge and intellectual capital in exchange for monetary gain and other benefits. The Chinese

Government views these recruitment efforts as “vital to Chinese economic and social development,” and drivers of the “growth of the Chinese economy.”28 In fact, “economic competitiveness” is a primary objective of talent recruitment plans.29

The Chinese Communist Party (“CCP”) directly oversees much of the talent program activities.30 The Central Committee’s Organization Department plays a lead role in implementing talent programs, including through the investment of significant resources.31 The Organization Department is one of the most powerful CCP departments, controlling more than 90 million Party officials’ assignments at all levels of the Chinese Government.32 The CCP recognized the need to control overseas talent recruitment efforts “to ensure they were in line with Party priorities, so it created a complex system of administration and oversight to coordinate its recruitment efforts.”33 This coordination allows the CCP to “exert exceptional” levels of control over talent recruitment plans.34

The Chinese Government’s State Council is also integral in organizing and funding talent recruitment efforts.35 Although the “State Council comprises 26 cabinet-level departments, including 21 ministries, three national commissions, the National Audit Office, and the People’s Bank of China,” departments responsible for talent recruitment receive an outsized portion of the budget.36 In 2019, two of the cabinet-level departments responsible for talent recruitment under the purview of the State

---

28 EMILY WEINSTEIN, CTR. FOR SEC. & EMERGING TECH., GEOGETOWN U., Data Visualization – Chinese Talent Program Tracker, https://icset.georgetown.edu/research/chinese-talent-program-tracker/.
31 Id.
34 Id.
36 See id.
Council—the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Science and Technology—received over $75 billion. As late as 2019, at the sub-cabinet level, the State Council provided an annual budget of almost $20 billion to “organizations, administrative offices, and institutions” which “form the backbone of China’s government-led research ecosystem” and “lead China’s efforts to . . . recruit overseas experts.” While certain talent plans can serve legitimate purposes in collaboration and research arrangements, according to the FBI, “this is not the norm.”

The Subcommittee’s 2019 investigation focused on China’s most prominent program called the Thousand Talents Plan. Launched in 2008, China designed the Thousand Talents Plan to recruit 2,000 high-quality overseas experts. China dramatically exceeded its goal, having recruited more than 7,000 “high-end professionals” by 2017. Thousand Talent Plan-affiliated programs seek to attract “world first-class” scholars from overseas and pay allowances based on research fields and time commitments to the talent program. Although the Subcommittee’s investigation highlighted China’s use of Thousand Talents to recruit science and technology scholars, China also seeks to recruit U.S.-based economists, as evidenced by the existence of the Executive Subcommittee on Economics, Finance and Management within the Thousand Talents Plan.

C. The Importance of the Federal Reserve Bank

As China pursues economic supremacy, it continues to employ talent recruitment plans and other tactics to exploit America’s openness and advance its own national

---

37 See id.
38 See id. Sub-cabinet level funding goes to the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Chinese Academy of Engineering, and National Natural Science Foundation of China, the China Association of Science and Technology, the State Administration of Foreign Experts Affairs (now part of the Ministry of Science and Technology), and the Overseas Chinese Affairs Office (now part of the CCP Central United Front Work Department of the Communist Party).
40 See generally STAFF OF S. PERMANENT SUBCOMM. ON INVESTIGATIONS, 116TH CONG., REP. ON THREATS TO THE U.S. RSCH. ENTER.: CHINA’S TALENT RECRUITMENT PLANS (2019). Many talent programs fall under the umbrella of the Thousand Talents Plan. See, e.g., FRB-PSI-0001082 (describing a Fudan University program as being affiliated with China’s National Thousand Talents Program): see also FRB-PSI-0001137 (noting that Shanghai Advanced Institute of Finance (SAIF) and Shanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU) are “active National Thousand Talents Program sponsors”).
42 See id.
43 See id. at 2.
44 See FRB-PSI-0000792 (noting “Association of Thousand Talents Program” employees with Federal Reserve System work experience).
interests. Financial knowledge and economic capability are crucial to these efforts and directly support China’s modernization goals. Although the Subcommittee’s 2019 talent recruitment plan investigation focused on America’s science and technology sectors, this investigation reveals that China has targeted the Federal Reserve System (“Federal Reserve”) to undermine American economic and monetary policy since at least 2013.\(^{45}\)

The Federal Reserve System is at the center of U.S. monetary policy and is key to the stability of our nation’s financial system.\(^{46}\) The purpose of the Federal Reserve System includes “conduct[ing] the nation’s monetary policy to promote maximum employment and stable prices in the U.S. economy” and “promot[ing] the stability of the financial system and seek[ing] to minimize and contain systemic risks through active monitoring and engagement in the U.S. and abroad.”\(^{47}\) Thus, protecting the Federal Reserve from malicious foreign interference is critical to ensuring the security of the American financial system.

Our country is currently experiencing record-high inflation, depleting the savings of Americans as they are forced to pay more for everyday goods like gas, food, and housing.\(^{48}\) Meanwhile, China has amassed the second largest foreign holding of U.S. Treasury securities in the world, totaling nearly $1.1 trillion as of April 2021\(^{49}\)—the same securities the Federal Reserve purchases and sells to effect U.S. monetary policy\(^{50}\)—affording China significant influence over U.S. monetary policy.\(^{51}\)

\(^{45}\) See, e.g., FRB-PSI-0000837.
\(^{47}\) Id. at 1.
\(^{50}\) FED. RESERVE BD., THE FED EXPLAINED: WHAT THE CENTRAL BANK DOES 13 (11th ed. 2021) (“The Board and FOMC have many monetary policy implementation tools at their disposal ... include[ing] the Federal Reserve’s administered interest rates and open market purchases and sales of securities”).
Now, more than ever, the U.S. must ensure the security of its financial system against such malign foreign influence.

1. Structure

The Federal Reserve consists of three basic units: the Federal Reserve Board of Governors, 12 Federal Reserve Banks, and the Federal Open Market Committee. The Federal Reserve Board of Governors (“Board of Governors”) is comprised of seven members and based in Washington D.C. All seven members are nominated by the President to 14-year terms and confirmed by the Senate. The Board of Governors is led by a Chair, Vice Chair, and Vice Chair for Supervision although they only serve four-year terms.

Together, the Board of Governors “guides the operation of the Federal Reserve” and reports annually to Congress on the status of the Federal Reserve. The Board of Governors is primarily responsible for supervising the 12 Federal Reserve Banks. This includes overseeing when the Reserve Banks provide financial services to depository institutions and the Federal Government, as well as the Reserve Bank’s “examination and supervision of various financial institutions.” As part of its oversight functions, the Board of Governors reviews and approves the budgets of the Reserve Banks. Separate from overseeing the Reserve Banks, the Board of Governors participates in consumer protection by hearing “voices and concerns of consumers and communities,” and “conducting consumer-focused supervision, research, and policy analysis.”

---

53 See id.
54 12 U.S.C. § 244; Email from U.S. Fed. Reserve to Committee staff (July 18, 2022).
60 Id.
61 Id.
The Federal Reserve operates 12 Reserve Banks with 24 branches, each operating within a particular geographic region. The Reserve Banks carry out the Federal Reserve’s core functions, including (1) supervising and examining certain financial institutions; (2) lending to depository institutions; and (3) providing financial services, including distributing currency, clearing checks, and operating automated clearinghouse systems. The Reserve Banks also compile economic trends and other information about the needs of its region, which is then relayed and factored into the Federal Reserve’s monetary policy decisions. Reserve Banks operate in the public interest as opposed to in the interest of shareholders, as in the case of private banks. Each Reserve Bank is managed by a nine-member board of directors responsible for “overseeing their Bank’s administration and governance, reviewing the Bank’s budget and overall performance, overseeing the Bank’s audit process, and developing broad strategic goals and directions.” Reserve Bank branches have their own board of directors. Although the board of the directors oversees the Reserve Bank’s governance, responsibility for day-to-day operations is delegated to the president of the Reserve Bank. Directors are “responsible for maintaining an effective system of internal auditing procedures and controls” concerning the Reserve Banks but are not involved in “any matters related to banking supervision, including specific supervisory decisions.”

---

62 Reserve Banks are located in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Kansas City, Minneapolis, New York, Philadelphia, Richmond, St. Louis and San Francisco. Id.
63 Id.
64 Id.
65 Id.
66 Id.
68 Id.
The Federal Reserve Open Market Committee (“FOMC”) implements U.S. monetary policy. The FOMC’s primary responsibility is overseeing “market operations . . . with a view to accommodating commerce and business and with regard to their bearing upon the general credit situation of the country.”\textsuperscript{71} Twelve voting members comprise the FOMC—“the 7 members of the Board of Governors; the president of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York; and 4 of the remaining 11 Reserve Bank presidents, who serve one-year terms on a rotating basis.”\textsuperscript{72} Actions taken by the FOMC affect the federal funds rate, which in turn have cascading effects on the economy.\textsuperscript{73} FOMC also directs Federal Reserve System efforts in “foreign exchange markets and, in recent years, has authorized currency swap programs with foreign central banks.”\textsuperscript{74}

2. Purpose and Functions

Congress enacted the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 (“the Act”),\textsuperscript{75} which established the Federal Reserve System “to provide the nation with a safer, more flexible, and more stable monetary and financial system.”\textsuperscript{76} The Federal Reserve’s responsibilities broadly concern U.S. monetary policy, including:

- influencing the supply of money and credit; regulating and supervising financial institutions; serving as a banking and fiscal agent for the United States government; and supplying payments services to the public through depository institutions like banks, credit unions, and savings and loans.\textsuperscript{77}

Thus, the Federal Reserve plays a critical role in maintaining the stability of the U.S. financial system. Its actions affect all Americans and American businesses. In addition to ensuring stable commodity prices and keeping long-term interest rates in check, the Federal Reserve’s monetary policies affect stock prices, wealth, and currency exchange rates, which in turn “influence[] spending, investment,

\textsuperscript{71} 12 U.S.C. § 263.
\textsuperscript{74} Id.
production, employment, and inflation rates.” The five general functions of the Federal Reserve are:79

- **Conducting the Nation’s Monetary Policies.** The Federal Reserve System sets U.S. monetary policy. Congress designed the Federal Reserve System to “promote effectively the goals of maximum employment, stable prices, and moderate long-term interest rates.”80 The Federal Reserve System largely accomplishes this mandate by “managing the level of short-term interest rates and influencing the availability and cost of credit in the economy.”81 In examining economic conditions, the Federal Reserve responds by “raising or lowering its target for the federal funds rate.”82 As noted above, these actions “affect the spending decisions of households and businesses”83 by “influencing spending, investment, production, employment, and inflation rates.”84

- **Promoting the Stability of the Financial System.** The Federal Reserve Act of 1913 mandated the Federal Reserve System to promote the nation’s financial stability and avoid severe economic contractions.85 The Federal Reserve Board of Governors defines financial stability as when “financial markets are able to provide households, communities, and businesses with the resources, services, and products they need to invest, grow, and participate in a well-functioning economy.”86 The Federal Reserve accomplishes this by monitoring the “day-to-day activities of . . . monetary policy, supervising and regulating banks, and providing payment services.”87 During “periods of acute financial strain,” however, the Federal Reserve may “take extraordinary action to keep disruptions from spreading across the financial sector and from spilling over to the broader economy.”88

- **Promoting the Safety and Soundness of Individual Financial Institutions.** Supervising and regulating financial institutions is a core mandate of the Federal Reserve System. This supervision and regulation promotes the

---

79 Id. at 1.
82 Id. at 27.
83 Id.
84 Id. at 21.
85 See id. at 55.
86 Id. at 56.
88 Id.
“stability of the financial system as a whole.”89 Regulatory efforts include “issuing specific regulations and guidelines governing the formation, operations, activities, and acquisitions of financial institutions.”90 Supervision “involves monitoring, inspecting, and examining financial institutions.”91 The Federal Reserve System monitors United States banks operating abroad in over 60 countries, including China.92 It also has oversight over foreign banks operating in the United States and foreign financial holding companies.93 In addition to statutory compliance, Federal Reserve regulation and supervision helps ensure “U.S. banking organizations can be fully competitive with institutions of the host country without compromising the safety and soundness of their U.S. operations.”94

- **Fostering Payment and Settlement System Safety and Efficiency.** A functioning payment system and reliable currency contribute to the overall health of the U.S. economy. The U.S. payment system “is composed of payment instruments and methods, systems, and institutions.”95 As a steward of this system, the Federal Reserve System “facilitates financial transactions and purchases of goods and services,” benefiting “individuals and institutions, buyers and sellers, consumers and businesses, [and] investors and securities issuers.”96 The Federal Reserve also provides banking services to foreign central banks.97

The Federal Government relies on the Federal Reserve to act as fiscal agent for the U.S. Government. Individual Reserve Banks act as “the ‘government’s bank’ and maintain the U.S. Treasury’s operating cash account; pay Treasury checks and process electronic payments; and issue, transfer, and redeem U.S. [G]overnment securities.”98 In addition, “[t]he Federal Reserve Board issues the nation’s currency in the form of Federal Reserve notes to the Federal Reserve Banks, which, in turn, distribute currency to the public through approximately 8,500 banks, savings and loans, and credit unions.”99

89 Id. at 74.
90 Id.
91 Id.
92 See id. at 90.
93 Id. at 75.
94 Id.
95 Id. at 91.
96 Id. at 119.
97 Id.
98 Id. at 141.
99 Id. at 121.
99 Id. at 134.
• **Promoting Consumer Protection.** The Federal Reserve protects consumers in lending and deposit transactions.\(^{100}\) These protections include aspects of fair lending, fair housing, and community reinvestment.\(^{101}\) Individual Federal Reserve banks coordinate on consumer protection issues to identify both regional and national trends.\(^{102}\)

Because economic insecurity in large foreign markets can affect the U.S. economy,\(^{103}\) since economic insecurity from large foreign markets may have consequences for the U.S. economic system.\(^{104}\) To this end, “the Federal Reserve cooperates and coordinates with many other domestic and international regulatory and policy entities,”\(^{105}\) and Federal Reserve officials regularly communicate with “officials of other U.S. and foreign government agencies, international organizations, and foreign central banks on subjects of mutual concern.”\(^{106}\) This coordination and communication allows the Federal Reserve System “to better understand and anticipate influences on the U.S. economy that emanate from abroad”\(^{107}\) and to address threats and concerns to the global economic system.\(^{108}\)

According to Federal Reserve officials, monetary policy collaboration work with foreign officials “is conducted on different technological platforms that are designed with a central focus on security considerations.”\(^{109}\)

\(^{100}\) See Making Sense of the Federal Reserve, FED. RESERVE BANK OF ST. LOUIS, https://www.stlouisfed.org/in-plain-english/consumer-protection#:~:text=Another%20Federal%20Reserve%20goal%20is%,sure%20they%20are%20stated%20clearly.


\(^{102}\) See id. at 156.

\(^{103}\) See FED. RESERVE BD., THE FED EXPLAINED: WHAT THE CENTRAL BANK DOES 53 (11th ed. 2021) (“The changing nature of risks and fluctuations in . . . [the] economy require timely monitoring of domestic and foreign . . . financial institutions . . . to identify the buildup of vulnerabilities that might require further study or policy action”).

\(^{104}\) See id. at 57 (“Economic and financial volatility in any country can have negative consequences for the world, but sizable and significant spillovers are almost assured from an economy that is large”).

\(^{105}\) Id. see also, Email from U.S. Fed. Reserve to Committee staff (July 18, 2022) (noting, “a high degree of interaction and collaboration between Federal Reserve researchers and the global community of academics is a feature that enhances interaction and is essential to achieving [Federal Reserve] goals”).


\(^{108}\) Id.

\(^{109}\) Email from U.S. Fed. Reserve to Committee staff (July 18, 2022).
3. Policies: Foreign Travel, Ethics, & Handling of Sensitive Information

All 12 Federal Reserve banks maintain foreign travel and code of conduct policies, to include conflict of interest provisions. These policies, in general, seek to maintain public confidence in the individual Federal Reserve banks and the Federal Reserve System as a whole.\textsuperscript{110} The policies encourage employees to “avoid conduct which places private gain above his or her duties to the [Reserve] Bank.”\textsuperscript{111} This includes possible conflicts of interests associated with foreign governments or other foreign entities. The policies, however, do not require disclosure of foreign contacts.

\textit{a. Travel Policies}

Federal Reserve Bank management must approve all official foreign travel by employees. While certain Federal Reserve Banks differ on approval policies, all include the individual Bank president or designee.\textsuperscript{112} Reserve Banks also do not require their employees to disclose unofficial foreign travel.\textsuperscript{113}

Federal Reserve travel polices generally prohibit a Bank from accepting travel reimbursement from non-Federal Reserve organizations.\textsuperscript{114} Federal Reserve Banks may accept, however, reimbursement from “[c]ertain nonprofit sponsors of conferences where an employee is speaking, [a]cademic institutions,” and “certain international organizations.”\textsuperscript{115} In the event of reimbursement from a non-Federal Reserve organization, Federal Reserve policies require payments be made directly to the Reserve bank “whenever possible.”\textsuperscript{116} Also, an employee must consult a Reserve Bank ethics officer when a non-Federal Reserve organization offers to reimburse travel.

\textit{b. Codes of Conduct}

Federal Reserve Bank Code of Conduct policies standardize guidance across the Federal Reserve System. They require each Federal Reserve Bank employee to “perform his or her duties with honesty, integrity and impartiality.”\textsuperscript{117} The policies include activities prohibited by statute or regulation, those creating an actual or

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{110} FRB–PSI–0000178.
  \item \textsuperscript{111} FRB–PSI–0000249.
  \item \textsuperscript{112} See, e.g., FRB–PSI–0000354 (the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City requires the foreign travel approval process to “generally include the President, the First Vice President, and the Division Head of the traveler”).
  \item \textsuperscript{113} See, e.g., FRB–PSI–0000001–5 (Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis travel policy does not require disclosure of unofficial foreign travel).
  \item \textsuperscript{114} FRB–PSI–0000127; see also, FRB–PSI–0000346 (noting that “it is . . . generally inappropriate to[] accept payment of travel expenses by third parties”).
  \item \textsuperscript{115} FRB–PSI–0000128.
  \item \textsuperscript{116} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{117} See, e.g., FRB–PSI–0000008.
\end{itemize}
perceived conflict of interest, and “those which would require the employee’s
disqualification from matters so central or critical to the performance of his or her
duties and responsibilities that the employee’s ability to give satisfactory service to
the Bank would be materially impaired.”\textsuperscript{118} In short, an employee may not use his
or her position with the Federal Reserve for private gain or the gain of another
person or entity.\textsuperscript{119}

\textit{Conflicts of Interest}. Conflict of interest policies help ensure “research is
scientifically rigorous and free of bias such as foreign influence.”\textsuperscript{120} Federal Reserve
System Conflicts of Interest policies prohibit an employee from participating
“personally and substantially in an official capacity in any particular matter” in
which the employee or related parties has a financial interest.\textsuperscript{121} The financial
interests of outside entities are attributed to the employee if the employee “is an
officer, director, trustee, general partner or employee . . . [or if there is] an
arrangement concerning prospective employment.”\textsuperscript{122}

\textit{Outside Activities and Employment}. Code of Conduct policies cover outside
activities, including outside employment. Individual bank policies restrict outside
employment that would “interfere with the full and proper discharge of [an]
employee’s duties and responsibilities” or “bring discredit to the reputation of the
[Reserve] Bank or the [Federal Reserve] System.”\textsuperscript{123}

Following Federal regulations, Federal Reserve Bank policies prohibit employees
from accepting compensation from outside sources for work performed in their
official capacity.\textsuperscript{124} A Federal Reserve employee, with the Reserve Bank’s prior
approval, may accept outside compensation for teaching activities as part of a
regular curriculum at an academic institution, or work performed on the employee’s
own time.\textsuperscript{125} Even for approved outside activities, however, an employee may not
use their Reserve Bank title for promotion purposes.\textsuperscript{126}

\textit{Post-Employment Contacts}. Former Federal Reserve Bank employees may not
contact current employees regarding official Bank business in which the former

\textsuperscript{118} FRB-PSI-0000508.
\textsuperscript{119} FRB-PSI-0000500.
\textsuperscript{120} U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-21-130, FEDERAL RESEARCH: AGENCIES NEED TO
ENHANCE POLICIES TO ADDRESS FOREIGN INFLUENCE 4 (Dec. 2020).
\textsuperscript{121} FRB-PSI-0000011.
\textsuperscript{122} FRB-PSI-0000012.
\textsuperscript{123} FRB-PSI-0000508.
\textsuperscript{124} FRB-PSI-0000509.
\textsuperscript{125} See id.
\textsuperscript{126} Id.
employee participated while an employee at the Bank.\textsuperscript{127} Current Federal Reserve Bank employees contacted by previous employees must not provide any non-public information to the former employee unless otherwise authorized by Federal Reserve officials.\textsuperscript{128} In addition, former employees must hold confidential all non-public information obtained while employed by the Federal Reserve.\textsuperscript{129}

Federal Reserve System policies reviewed by the Committee contained disclosure statements, requiring employees to file “information about circumstances that might constitute an actual or potential conflict of interest or a violation of applicable [Reserve] Bank policy or law.”\textsuperscript{130} Violations of these policies subject employees to “disciplinary action up to and including termination of employment.”\textsuperscript{131}

c. Federal Regulations\textsuperscript{132}

Federal regulations also cover Federal Reserve Board employee compensation for travel and outside activities. Federal Reserve Board employees are subject to “executive branch-wide standards of ethical conduct.”\textsuperscript{133} Federal regulations generally prohibit Federal Reserve Board employees from requesting or receiving gifts from foreign governments.\textsuperscript{134} Federal regulations also consider foreign travel reimbursement to be a gift.\textsuperscript{135} But employees may accept travel reimbursement when the travel takes place in whole outside the U.S., though a Federal Reserve Administrative Governor must approve the reimbursement.\textsuperscript{136} If employees receive unapproved travel expenses from a foreign government, the Administrative Governor must submit a report to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve.

\textsuperscript{127} FRB-PSI-0000511. Former Federal Reserve Bank officers, for one year after leaving a Federal Reserve Bank, may not “appear before or communicate with an employee of any Reserve Bank . . . with the intent to influence official action on behalf of another person.” \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{128} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{129} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{130} \textit{See, e.g., FRB-PSI-0000021.}
\textsuperscript{131} FRB-PSI-0000022.
\textsuperscript{132} The Federal regulations cited in this subsection apply only to Federal Reserve Board employees, and do not apply to Federal Reserve Bank employees. Reserve Bank employees are subject to similar codes of conduct promulgated by their respective Reserve Banks. Email from U.S. Fed. Reserve to Committee staff (July 18, 2022).
\textsuperscript{133} 12 C.F.R. § 264.101 (2022).
\textsuperscript{134} 12 C.F.R. § 264b.3 (2022).
\textsuperscript{135} \textit{See} 12 C.F.R. § 264b.5(b)(1) (2022).
\textsuperscript{136} \textit{See} 12 C.F.R. § 264b.6(b)(b) (2022).
System within 30 days. Any accepted gifts, however, must be “consistent with the interests of the United States.”

Federal Reserve Board employees must obtain their supervisor’s and an Ethics Officer’s approval before engaging in outside employment. Federal regulations consider “outside employment” to be “any form of compensated non-Federal employment or business relationship involving the provision of personal services by the employee.” This includes, but is not limited to, “personal services as employee, agent, teacher or speaker.” Supervisors will generally approve outside employment unless the activity will involve “conduct prohibited by statute or Federal regulation.”

d. Federal Reserve Information Security

The Federal Reserve maintains security protocols to safeguard confidential FOMC information. In general, covered FOMC information includes “expressions of policy views at Committee meetings, reasons for those views, votes of the Committee, and staff forecasts.”

There are three classifications of restricted controlled FOMC information: Class I, II, and III. The Federal Reserve considers Class I FOMC information—such as “information related to monetary policy decisions at meetings, nonpublic views expressed by policymakers on likely future policy, and identification of meeting participants who express particular views”—to be “very sensitive.” Class II FOMC information, also considered “very sensitive” by the Federal Reserve, includes “[Reserve] Board staff forecasts prepared for the Committee and . . . information about open market operations.” Class III FOMC information, although considered by the Federal Reserve to be less sensitive information, “still requires confidential treatment.” Information generally designated as Class III FOMC includes, “background information prepared by Board staff to support policy discussions and . . . less-sensitive information about open market operations.”

---

137 See id.
138 12 C.F.R. § 264b.5(b) (2022).
139 5 C.F.R. § 6801.109(a) (2022).
140 5 C.F.R. § 6801.109(c) (2022).
141 Id.
142 5 C.F.R. § 6801.109(b) (2022).
144 Id.
145 Id. at 1–2.
146 Id. at 1.
147 Id. at 2.
Reserve Board policy controls access to FOMC information on a “need-to-know” basis. Reserve Bank employees are eligible to receive access to FOMC information following a background investigation conducted by the applicable Reserve Bank officials. A Reserve Bank may reinvestigate employees with access to FOMC information at scheduled intervals, in a “random sampling,” or if “new information” about an employee’s eligibility becomes available. Distribution of FOMC information outside of the Federal Reserve, including to foreign counterparts or contacts, requires approval from the Board Chair and notification to the FOMC. China—designated as a “restricted countr[y]” by the U.S. State Department—is prohibited from receiving FOMC information without prior approval. Federal Reserve employees, to be eligible to access to FOMC information, must complete FOMC information handling training, and comply with Federal Reserve ethics and external communications policies. Individuals must be predesignated for FOMC information clearance annually. If an individual loses eligibility, “all levels of confidential FOMC information must be terminated promptly” for that individual.

II. China’s Efforts to Target Federal Reserve Employees

Openness, transparency, reciprocity, integrity, and merit-based competition contribute to U.S. success in economic development. The Chinese Government, however, has worked to exploit and to undermine this open collaboration through talent recruitment plans and other tactics. The Federal Reserve, as discussed above, conducts monetary policy in collaboration with international counterparts. This cooperation allows Federal Reserve policymakers, when given proper approval, to work with foreign academics, foreign regulators, and supervisors at foreign central banks, enabling them to “share their thinking, compare analyses, and stay informed of developments around the world.” Federal Reserve employees,

---

148 *Id.* at 3. To be eligible for access to FOMC information, Federal Reserve employees must a “US citizen, or a lawful permanent resident or, if not, are not a citizen of a Restricted country [including China]”. *Id.* at 10.
149 *Id.* at 11.
150 *Id.*
153 See *id.* at 2, 13.
154 *Id.* at 4.
155 *Id.* at 3.
however, may only release FOMC classified information with written authorization from the Chair and “prompt notification to the [FOMC] Committee.”  

*The P-Network.* Although this openness has allowed for a share of knowledge across boundaries, it also allows foreign counterparts to undermine our economic and monetary policy—something China has been doing with the Federal Reserve since at least 2013. China has not limited itself to targeting one part of the Federal Reserve System; rather, it has targeted employees at more than half of the Federal Reserve Banks. For example, a Federal Reserve counterintelligence analysis launched in 2015 flagged 13 persons of interest identified as having interactions with former Federal Reserve employees with known talent recruitment plan ties or “having similar patterns of activity the [Federal Reserve] analysts deemed” of potential concern. These individuals were employed at 8 of the 12 Federal Reserve Banks. Federal Reserve officials told the Committee they initially

[became] concerned, based on information shared by another entity outside the [Federal Reserve System], that there were organized efforts by foreign governments, some with economic and strategic interests at odds with those of the U.S., to solicit Federal Reserve researchers, typically by requesting that they enter into compensated contractual relationships.

Federal Reserve investigators dubbed these 13 individuals, the “P-Network.” The analysis originated after a Dallas-led insider threat investigation identified several Federal Reserve employees with “patterns of activity the [Federal Reserve] analysts deemed potentially of concern.” A former Federal Reserve employee (identified by investigators as “Z”), who left the Bank in 2013 and maintained ties to known to Chinese Talent Recruitment programs, “clearly expressed a desire to maintain an inside information sharing relationship with current [Federal Reserve] employees,”

158 See, e.g., FRB-PSI-0000837.
159 See, e.g., FRB-PSI-00007278, FRB-PSI-0007294 (noting, Individual A “has close and continuing ties” to “Z” who, Federal Reserve Investigators found, received a Thousand Talents Program award in 2014).
160 FRB-PSI-0006690.
161 FRB-PSI-0006694.
162 Email from U.S. Fed. Reserve to Committee staff (July 18, 2022).
163 FRB-PSI-0006690.
164 Id.
according to Federal Reserve investigators. Z then attempted to recruit members of the P-Network. Of note, Z maintained a “close relationship” with the Federal Reserve employee (identified by investigators as “P0”) who would become the initial person of interest in the P-Network. A November 19, 2015 email from P0 noted, “Ha ha, [Z] is my buddy and we think in the same way.” In 2016, the Federal Reserve ended P0’s employment “for violating certain [Federal Reserve System] rules.”

Investigators identified P-Network individuals based off similar foreign travel, emails, details in curricula vitae, and academic backgrounds as the initial target of the investigation. Once Federal Reserve officials confronted the initial member of the P-Network, the individual began to employ “adversarial tradecraft,” using “unmonitored Gmail, Yahoo, Skype and other communication channels” and alternate email handles, according to Federal Reserve documents. These modified practices limited investigators’ insight into the P-Networks’ activities.

Since providing the initial P-Network counterintelligence analysis documents to the Committee in December 2020, the Federal Reserve now disputes many of its own prior findings. Following a review of pertinent parts of the report, the Federal Reserve told the Committee that the Federal Reserve’s analysis “included many conclusory statements about [Federal Reserve] employees . . . that may lack factual support,” that the Federal Reserve has been “not been able to substantiate” its own findings in an apparent retrospective reconstruction of its prior analysis, and relayed concerns that this report “could actually undermine important U.S. government efforts to identify and prevent the unauthorized transfer abroad of sensitive information.” It is unclear whether the records supporting the Federal Reserve officials informed the Committee that, despite Federal Reserve officials conducting the initial investigation of “Z,” they are now unable to identify “Z” and corroborate their earlier work. See Email from U.S. Fed. Reserve to Committee staff (July 18, 2022) (noting, “[w]e are unable to determine if the statements regarding Z are accurate because we are unsure who Z is”).
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Reserve’s initial findings were lost or never existed, but based on the level of detail, supporting documents (such as emails, travel itineraries, and employment contracts), and the Committee’s previous work detailing Chinese talent programs and other forms of malign influence, this investigation determined the statements in the Federal Reserve’s counterintelligence analysis to be credible. The Federal Reserve’s inability to locate underlying evidence now as part of a retrospective review is not a sufficient basis to disregard its prior findings and moreover raises concerns about its investigative processes, record retention polices, and communication between investigative and operational branches that the Federal Reserve should further examine and correct.

A. Case Studies in China’s Targeting of Federal Reserve Officials

China uses a number of tactics to target Federal Reserve officials. As shown below, this ranges from outright threats and coercion, to softer tactics, such as talent recruitment programs, professorships at Chinese universities, paid travel to speak at conferences, and research collaborations. The motivation, however, is the same: China obtaining access to sensitive economic and monetary policy information. This section details select examples that demonstrate China’s efforts to target employees—all with access to confidential FOMC information—across the Federal Reserve. At the request of the Federal Reserve Board, to avoid interfering with any ongoing investigations, and in keeping with the Committee’s practice, certain identifying information of individuals has been removed.\(^{175}\)

---

\(^{175}\) Email from U.S. Fed. Reserve to Committee staff (July 21, 2022).
1. Individual A

Although most of the below examples involve China targeting Federal Reserve officials using soft tactics, in at least one instance in 2019, Chinese officials used direct threats and coercion to obtain sensitive information from a Federal Reserve economist.\textsuperscript{176} Those instances involved Individual A, a senior official at a Federal Reserve Bank.\textsuperscript{177} As the other individuals listed below, Individual A has a number of connections with Chinese institutions. These include a position at the People’s Bank of China (“PBOC”) prior to joining the Federal Reserve, distinctions from Chinese national foundations, and attendance at various events, conferences, and seminars in China.\textsuperscript{178} Individual A had previously received a National Science

\begin{center}
\textbf{Figure 3: Memorandum from Individual A Acknowledging Talent Plan Connections}
\end{center}

\begin{center}
Source: FRB-PSI-0007243
\end{center}


\textsuperscript{177} FRB-PSI-0007351: FRB-PSI-0007257–268.

\textsuperscript{178} FRB-PSI-0007257–268.
Foundation grant for economic research related to China. Individual A retains Class III FOMC information access.

Documents suggest that Individual A joined the Thousand Talents Program. In June 2010, an individual identified as Zhe Li asked if Individual A was interested in a program “trying to attract high-level Chinese economists.” Individual A expressed his high interest in the program, asking the contact to provide more information. A few years later, Individual A submitted a memorandum to the Executive Vice President of the Federal Reserve Bank (FRB) seeking approval to engage in academic research with certain Chinese universities. The academic research would also place Individual A in a position to assist Chinese universities with “faculty recruiting.”

Individual A acknowledged that he applied to the Thousand Talents Program in exchange for sponsorship by one of the universities.

Individual A maintained visiting professorships with these and other Chinese state-run academic institutions. This includes a visiting professorship at Shanghai Advanced Institute of Finance (SAIF) at Shanghai Jiao Tong University that afforded him “regular access to China while acting as a mentor and research lead alongside his research colleagues.” SAIF is an “active National Thousand Talents Program sponsor.” Individual A spent approximately three months at SAIF’s campus in 2018. Individual A also represented SAIF as part of a collaborative research project.

---

179 See FRB-PSI-0007272–73.
180 FRB-PSI-0007296.
181 FRB-PSI-0007187.
182 Id.
183 FRB-PSI-0007243.
184 Id.
185 Id.
186 See FRB-PSI-0007293.
187 FRB-PSI-0001137.
188 FRB-PSI-0007293.
agreement with the PBOC. More recently, Individual A signed a three-year employment contract for a professorship at the PBOC School of Finance at Tsinghua University.

Individual A also maintained close personal contact with the Chief Economist of the PBOC. On one occasion in May 2016, Individual A agreed to contact the Chief Economist to inquire about the status of a research contract for a friend. Individual A told the friend that he would “inquire while [he was in] China” because “oftentimes person-to-person exchanges will speed up things a bit.” In addition, Individual A’s close collaboration with the Chief Economist of the PBOC resulted in “modeling source code and macroeconomic experience . . . being directly shared to assist PBOC with developing monetary capabilities.” Individual A also had ties to an Associate Dean at Tsinghua University who was affiliated with the CCP’s Organization Department, a highly influential department within the CCP’s Central Committee that oversees nearly every senior position in the country and administers China’s talents programs.

![Figure 5: Individual A Employment Contract with Chinese University](source: FRB-PSI-0007247)

**Figure 5: Individual A Employment Contract with Chinese University**

Source: FRB-PSI-0007247
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191 FRB-PSI-0007178.
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193 FRB-PSI-0007278; FRB-PSI-0007282.
194 FRB-PSI-0007293; see also, Richard McGregor, 5 Myths About the Chinese Communist Party, FOREIGN POLICY (Jan. 3, 2011), https://foreignpolicy.com/2011/01/03/5-myths-about-the-chinese-communist-party/ (“[T]he party dictates all senior personnel appointments in ministries and companies, universities and the media, through a shadowy and little-known body called the Organization Department. Through the department, the party oversees just about every significant position in every field in the country.”); STAFF OF S. PERMANENT SUBCOMM. ON INVESTIGATIONS, 116TH CONG., REP. ON THREATS TO THE U.S. RSCH. ENTER.: CHINA’S TALENT RECRUITMENT PLANS 22 (2019).
**Individual A Forcibly Detained in China.** In 2019, Individual A traveled to China. Individual A reported to Federal Reserve personnel that Chinese officials forcibly detained him on four separate occasions during the trip.\^{195} The officials threatened Individual A's family, allegedly tapped his phones and computers, and copied the contact information of other Federal Reserve officials from Individual A’s WeChat account.\^{196}

Individual A reported that Chinese officials first approached him at his hotel room in Shanghai, escorting Individual E to another room in the hotel, “making the atmosphere frightening to [him].”\^{197} On this first occurrence, according to Individual A, two Chinese officials told him they had been monitoring his phone conversations (including conversations involving his previous divorce), accused him of crimes against China,\^{198} and demanded that he “say good things about China” while in the United States.\^{199} The officials insisted that Individual A “sign a piece of paper” acknowledging access to Chinese national security information and that he could be “punished accordingly” if the information was disclosed.\^{200}

On two subsequent occasions, Chinese officials interrogated Individual A about his position with the Federal Reserve—as well as his views on the trade war and China’s economy—and attempted to force Individual A, under threat of imprisonment, to sign a letter stating he would not mention the meeting to his family.\^{201} Any mention of the meetings to his family, Individual A said, and “my life will be destroyed.”\^{202} The Chinese officials “informed [Individual A] that he must cooperate with the Chinese Government and share sensitive, non-public economic data to which he has access as a [Federal Reserve] economist,”\^{203} as well as that Individual A was required to “advise senior [Chinese] government officials on sensitive economic issues, including trade tariffs and FOMC information.”\^{204} One of the officials offered to pose as one of Individual A’s students on his WeChat account.\^{205}

\^{195} See FRB-PSI-0007351–55.
\^{196} See FRB-PSI-0007351–54.
\^{197} FRB-PSI-0007353.
\^{198} See id. (the crimes included 1) Abandoning the Chinese Government after the Tiananmen Square massacre, 2) publishing confidential Chinese data in international journals, and 3) using this “confidential data to help the U.S. government . . . hurt the Chinese government”).
\^{199} FRB-PSI-0007353.
\^{200} FRB-PSI-0007353–54.
\^{201} See FRB-PSI-0007351–52.
\^{202} FRB-PSI-0007354.
\^{203} See FRB-PSI-0007351, FRB-PSI-0007353.
\^{204} See FRB-PSI-0007351–54.
\^{205} See FRB-PSI-0007354.
At the final coerced meeting, the Chinese officials insisted that Individual A drink liquor and commit to regular meetings on future visits to “give economic advice about the Chinese and global economy.” Saying he was not feeling well in an attempt to get out of the meeting, an official told Individual A, “liquor is good for [his stomach].” A Chinese official, after seeing that Individual A was avoiding liquor, remarked that was because Individual A was afraid of being drunk and providing the officials with important information. At this final meeting, a Chinese official demanded that Individual A delete the officials’ WeChat accounts and provided him with a new one.

Federal Reserve officials told Committee staff that they reported the incident to the FBI and the Department of State after receiving Individual A’s account. The officials indicated to Committee Staff that the FBI interviewed Individual A. Following the incident notification and interview, neither the FBI nor State Department advised the Federal Reserve regarding what to do to prevent and mitigate these incidents going forward. Without such assistance, the Federal Reserve was not “sure what else could be done to protect [its] people.” The FBI declined to provide a comment in response to this allegation. The FBI’s general practice is not to confirm or deny the existence of any pending investigation.

On July 18, 2019, the Federal Reserve issued a general warning to all economists about travel to China. Federal Reserve officials told Committee staff that it is not aware of other instances of a Federal Reserve official being detained and threatened by Chinese officials.

---
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214 Committee Briefing with the Federal Reserve (Mar. 14, 2022).
215 Id. Harassing and threatening individuals is a known tactic of the Chinese Government. On March 16, 2022, the U.S. Department of Justice unsealed charges against five individuals for “efforts by the secret police of the People’s Republic of China to stalk, harass and spy on Chinese nationals . . . whose political views and actions are disfavored by the PRC government.” See Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Five Individuals Charged Variously with Stalking, Harassing andSpying on U.S. Residents on Behalf of the PRC Secret Police (Mar. 16, 2022). A superseding indictment issued by the Department of Justice on July 7, 2022 revealed alleged involvement by one current and one former Department of Homeland Security (DHS) law enforcement officers in the
2. **Individual B**

Individual B was a visiting scholar at multiple Federal Reserve Banks, before joining one full-time in 2008. In his current position conducting research at the Bank, Individual B maintains access to sensitive (Class II FOMC) FRB information and the Bank describes him as a top economist. Individual B’s close and continuing contacts with Chinese Government officials, other Chinese nationals, and universities affiliated with talent recruitment programs raise concerns about the security of sensitive FRB information. On at least one occasion in August 2018, Individual B provided modelling code to a non-FRB employee to assist with academic research at Peking University’s National School of Development. Individual B retains Class II FOMC information access.

Individual B also has longstanding ties to the People’s Bank of China (“PBOC”), which implements China’s top talent recruitment programs abroad. Individual B has encouraged the Federal Reserve Bank he works at to consider “a longer-term relationship” with the PBOC, including a joint visiting scholar program or short-term research visitors. In 2019, according to Federal Reserve investigators, a PBOC representative was “happy to discuss this idea.” Individual B has also assisted in developing predictive models for PBOC, as well as coordinated PBOC officials’ visits to the Bank, using WeChat to communicate directly to the PBOC officials. These and other actions taken by Individual B because of these relationships raise concerns about actual or apparent foreign influence. For example, at the request of an Associate Dean at Tsinghua University, Individual B endorsed a former PBOC Chief Economist for a research fellow position.

---


216 Curriculum Vitae of Individual B (on file with the Committee); see also FRB-PSI-0001147.

217 Individual A maintains Class II FOMC access. See FRB-PSI-0001146. Additional information relating to the individual’s position is on file with the Committee.
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223 See FRB-PSI-0001145. Despite Federal Reserve officials conducting the initial investigation into Individual B and noting his “research to develop predictive models for PBOC” in an October 2019 investigative profile, Federal Reserve officials informed the Committee they “are [now] unaware of any factual basis for that statement.” See Email from U.S. Fed. Reserve to Committee staff (July 18, 2022).

224 See FRB-PSI-0001138–39.

225 FRB-PSI-0001143.
Individual B signed the endorsement with Individual B’s FRB credentials, without caveating that he was not acting in an official Federal Reserve capacity.\footnote{Id.}
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\textbf{Figure 6: Appointment Letter from FISF to Individual B as a Special Term Professor of Economics}

\textit{Source: FRB-FSI-0000806}
Individual B also maintains close ties to Chinese academic organizations affiliated with China’s Thousand Talents Program. Individual B’s resume includes an affiliation with SAIF.\textsuperscript{227} Although not listed on Individual B’s resume, Individual B was offered a three-year special term professorship with the Fanhai International School of Finance (“FISF”) at Fudan University to last from July 2019 through June 2022.\textsuperscript{228} Under the contract, Individual B would be appointed co-director of FISF’s Macro Finance Research Center and receive approximately $24,000 annually.\textsuperscript{229} Notably, the contract requires Individual B to host FISF faculty and students at Individual B’s home Federal Reserve Bank.\textsuperscript{230}

3. **Individual C**

Individual C is a senior economist at a Federal Reserve Bank who, like Individual B, maintains close relationships with Chinese officials and universities. Many of these relationships are evident on Individual C’s resume.\textsuperscript{231} For example, Individual C assisted with important economic modeling at the PBOC in the past five years, a position meant for “overseas, top performing talent with directly applicable, advanced modeling experience, and insight with China and U.S. economic monetary policy.”\textsuperscript{232} Individual C also previously held a short-term professorship at Wuhan University.\textsuperscript{233} Individual C’s resume also lists various positions on Chinese conference organizing committees, as well as speaking engagements with the PBOC and the National Bureau of Statistics of China.\textsuperscript{234} Individual C retains Class III FOMC information access.\textsuperscript{235}

The Federal Reserve flagged Individual C because of his connections to another individual then under investigation. An analysis of Individual C’s contacts and work patterns revealed a number of red flags, including that Individual C was “observed communicating with Chinese State Council affiliated research center [and] assisting Chinese Government news agencies with publications . . . .”\textsuperscript{236} In

\textsuperscript{227} See FRB-PSI-0001147.

\textsuperscript{228} FRB-PSI-0000806. Documents obtained by the Committee from the Federal Reserve show that after the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs began its investigation of the Thousand Talents Program in 2019, individuals began removing or replacing references to talent programs in their resumes. See FRB-PSI-0001149.

\textsuperscript{229} Id. The contract specifies that Individual B would receive a fixed annual salary of RMB 100,000, as well as RMB 50,000 for research, travel, and lodging expenses. Using today’s exchange rates, this equates to approximately $16,000 and $8,000, respectively. Individual B would also receive bonuses for every article co-authored with FISF faculty and published in particular journals.

\textsuperscript{230} Id.

\textsuperscript{231} Curriculum Vitae of Individual C (on file with the Committee).

\textsuperscript{232} Id: FRB-PSI-0001062 (punctuation added).

\textsuperscript{233} Curriculum Vitae of Individual C (on file with the Committee).

\textsuperscript{234} Id.

\textsuperscript{235} FRB-PSI-0001073.

\textsuperscript{236} FRB-PSI-0001057.
2010, Individual C attempted to have the then-PBOC Governor and Deputy Governor visit his home FRB. Individual C has also directly interacted with China's Xinhua News Agency to share articles, offer assistance with press questions, and invite officials to visit Washington and the city in which his home FRB is located. Xinhua is a U.S.-designated foreign agent and is widely regarded as effectively an arm of the Chinese Government to collect intelligence and disseminate Chinese Communist Party propaganda. According to the U.S.-China

---

237 FRB-PSI-0001059.
238 FRB-PSI-0001065.
Economic and Security Review Commission, Xinhua “serves some of the functions of an intelligence agency by gathering information and producing classified reports for the Chinese leadership . . .” Individual C did not include Federal Reserve public affairs officials in most of these communications.

Individual C also has ties to Chinese universities affiliated with talent recruitment programs, as well as directly received Thousand Talents Program themed emails and event invitations. In April 2018, for example, Individual C submitted a foreign travel request form noting that Individual C was working with a Peking University official on a research project. Through this research project and in exchange for accepting a non-paid visiting professorship, Individual C received access to restricted China data sets available at three Chinese universities. Individual C did not specify at which university Individual C would be teaching. Analysis revealed extensive and “unusual pattern[s]” of travel to China following submission of the travel request.

4. Individual D

Individual D is a Senior Economic Advisor and Economist at a Federal Reserve Bank, who has also worked at the Board of Governors and one other Federal Reserve Bank. Individual D’s resume does not list any direct ties to talent recruitment plans, but documents suggest that Individual D has been a member of the Thousand Talents Program since at least 2017. Individual D received emails from accounts associated with the Thousand Talents Program that referenced companies are owned by the Chinese government—effectively the Chinese Communist Party. And often that ownership is indirect and not advertised. And those that aren’t owned outright are effectively beholden to the government all the same.”

According to Federal Reserve documents, a former Federal Reserve employee was removed in large part due to their assistance in attempting to access restricted information at a Federal Reserve bank for a Chinese media outlet (China Global Television Network) designated by the U.S. as a foreign agent. See FRB-PSI-0001065.

Individual D’s travel patterns are characterized as “unusual” by Federal Reserve investigations in November 2017, Federal Reserve officials told the Committee they “are unaware of any factual support for the statement.” Email from U.S. Fed. Reserve to Committee staff (July 18, 2022).
Individual D as a “Thousand Talents Plan Expert” and “high-level expert.” Individual D retains Class III FOMC information access.

As a senior employee, Individual D has access to sensitive data, including certain datasets “considered of high value to an adversary and recognized by the [U.S. Government] as an area of elevated targeting interest.” Individual D’s continuous contacts with Chinese nationals and universities affiliated with talent recruitment programs raises concerns that such information may be provided to the Chinese Government. Individual D has been involved in at least two incidents in which Individual D attempted to transfer large volumes of data from the Federal Reserve to an external site. Further, in 2015, an individual with known ties to the Chinese Government and the Thousand Talents Program emailed Individual D—among other Federal Reserve employees—seeking non-public insight on three

---

246 See, e.g., FRB-PSI-0001093; FRB-PSI-0000801.
247 FRB-PSI-0001108.
248 See FRB-PSI-0001083; FRB-PSI-0001085.
249 FRB-PSI-0001105.
Federal Reserve Bank presidents’ views on rate hikes. Individual D provided impressions of his home Bank president’s views. An internal Federal Reserve review determined that “the comments . . . [were] inappropriate and concerning given an external inquiry of non-public, sensitive information.”

5. Individual E

Individual E joined a Federal Reserve Bank in 2005. Individual E is likely a member of the Thousand Talents Program, a talent recruitment program previously

---

250 See FRB-PSI-0000802: FRB-PSI-0001101.
251 See FRB-PSI-0001101.
252 Id. Despite Federal Reserve investigators citing a “Federal Reserve economist,” Federal Reserve officials told the Committee they “are unaware of the factual basis for that statement.” Email from U.S. Fed. Reserve to Committee staff (July 18, 2022).
253 See FRB-PSI-0001540. Individual E was employed as of November 2020. Id.
examined by this Committee.\textsuperscript{254} For example, in 2016, a sender associated with the Thousand Talents Program emailed Individual E’s FRB email address, writing “Thank you for always understanding and support [sic] of the service window of our country’s “Thousand Talents Program!” In the new year, we will . . . provide you with better services.”\textsuperscript{255} As recently as October 2019, Individual E retained Class III FOMC information access.\textsuperscript{256}

egin{figure}[h]

```
Subject: [External] "National Thousand Talents Program" service window wishes you a happy new year
From: "National Thousand Talents Plan" service window
Date: 12/30/2015, 1:40 AM
To:

<graphics header>

Dear [blank] expert:

With a new and festive atmosphere, we usher in 2017 year of the Rooster. Thank you for always understanding and support of the service window of our country’s “Thousand Talents Program!” In the new year, we will continue to work hard to do a good job in various services and provide you with better services.

On the occasion of this new year, I wish you:

Good health, smooth work, family is happy and, everything goes well!
```

\textit{Figure 10: Email Associating Individual E with Thousand Talents Program}

\textit{Source: FRB-PSI-0001164}
```

Similarly, in 2018, Individual E nominated a dean at Peking University for a significant award, describing the dean as highly knowledgeable about the National Thousand Talents Program.\textsuperscript{257} The dean Individual E recommended for the award is affiliated with China’s State Council and National Committee of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference and was also an early National Thousand Talents Program participant himself.\textsuperscript{258} Further, throughout his FRB tenure, Individual E maintained close connections with Chinese universities known to be active in talent recruitment plans, including by attending and organizing conferences and through adjunct professorships at Tsinghua University and Peking University.\textsuperscript{259} More recently, Individual E joined Peking University’s National

\textsuperscript{254} See FRB-PSI-0001163 (Federal Reserve investigators obtained an email to Individual E, likely originating from China’s National Thousand Talents Plan and meant for members). However, Federal Reserve officials told the Committee they are “unaware of the factual basis for the statement.” Email from U.S. Fed. Reserve to Committee staff (July 18, 2022).
\textsuperscript{255} FRB-PSI-0001164.
\textsuperscript{256} FRB-PSI-0001152, 1161.
\textsuperscript{257} FRB-PSI-0001154: FRB-PSI-0000813.
\textsuperscript{258} FRB-PSI-0001164, FRB-PSI-0001159.
\textsuperscript{259} See, e.g., FRB-PSI-0000812: FRB-PSI-0001157; FRB-PSI-0001159.
School of Development (NSD) as a visiting faculty member. Some NSD materials list individual E as knowledgeable about the Millennium Project, a probable reference to a Thousand Talents Program. Analysis of Individual E’s internet browsing history also showed particular interest in Chinese President Xi Jingping, as well as articles relating to individuals arrested for economic espionage. For example, Individual E reviewed articles about a U.S. State Department official arrested for lying about providing Chinese intelligence agents internal government information in exchange for monetary benefits, and a separate article entitled “Businessman admits helping Chinese military hackers target U.S. contractors.” A keystroke capture of Individual E shows he was using the name of China’s President, “Xijinping,” as a website password. The Federal Reserve no longer employs Individual E.

The Federal Reserve reviewed the contacts of individuals A, B, C, D, and E “to determine whether any [Federal Reserve System] employees disclosed information in violation of [its] policies [and] did not identify any policy violations.”

B. Policies & Procedures

As evidenced above in the case studies, Federal Reserve officials regularly collaborate with foreign economists. Yet, while Banks maintain Code of Conduct policies, as described above, the Federal Reserve has limited policies or procedures governing these collaborations. Federal Reserve officials told Committee staff that its officials are able to collaborate with whomever they like, without any paperwork or approval requirements. The Federal Reserve officials likened the process to the “university model,” with one official adding that “supervisors are probably aware of what their staff is working on.” The same official noted that the Federal Reserve requires annual information security

260 See FRB-PSI-0001153.
261 FRB-PSI-0001153.
262 FRB-PSI-0001161.
263 FRB-PSI-0001545; FRB-PSI-0001156.
264 FRB-PSI-0001157–58.
265 FRB-PSI-0001156.
266 Email from U.S. Fed. Reserve to Committee staff (July 18, 2022).
267 Id.
268 Although the Federal Reserve maintains various policies governing employee conduct, none is specific to collaboration with foreign economists. See supra Section I(C)(3)(a–b).
269 Committee Briefing with the Federal Reserve (Mar. 14, 2022).
270 Id.
271 Id.
training that is “very clear” that non-public information may not be shared outside the Federal Reserve without express permission.272

Despite a prior investigation and counterintelligence analysis in 2015, the incidents described above in the case studies, and suggestions from the FBI, the Federal Reserve did not take any steps to updates its policies to account for threats from China until after the Committee initiated its inquiry.

In May 2020, the FBI provided the Federal Reserve with a number of policy and procedure best practices to assist in mitigating Chinese malign foreign influence and information theft.273 The suggestions included enhanced policies regarding paid travel for Federal Reserve employees by foreign entities, required disclosure of foreign travel and contacts, prohibiting talent recruitment plan membership, Federal Reserve-wide coordinated background checks, and adopting an information classification system standardized across Federal agencies.274 The Federal Reserve, however, largely chose not to implement these best practices.

In June 2021, the Federal Reserve adopted two policies—one covering the Board of Governors and one covering the Reserve Banks—that prohibit officials from accepting compensation from restricted countries, including China.275 The policies contain limited exceptions and a waiver process.276 The Federal Reserve has not implemented any requirement that employees disclose membership in talent recruitment programs. When Committee staff noted that this is something many agencies are affirmatively requiring, a Federal Reserve official pointed to the June 2021 policy, adding employees do not need to disclose if they are a member of a talent program, if they are a member and are receiving any form of compensation “[they are] going to be fired.”277

Notwithstanding the information in the above case studies, Federal Reserve officials determined that none of the individuals violated any internal policy or procedure, closing the analysis into the 13 persons of interest identified as having known talent recruitment plan ties.278 While is unclear if Federal Reserve officials

272 Id.
274 Id.
275 Committee Briefing with the Federal Reserve (Mar. 14, 2022).
276 Id.
277 Id.
278 Id. Documents provided to the Committee by the Federal Reserve show all five individuals profiled in this report to have talent recruitment plan ties. See, e.g., FRB-PSI-0001057, FRB-PSI-0001064, FRB-PSI-0001093, FRB-PSI-0001137, FRB-PSI-0007243.
conducted reinvestigations of any individuals in the P-Network, all but one of the above individuals retain access to confidential FOMC information.279

C. Collaboration with Law Enforcement

There are a number of limiting factors that hinder the Federal Reserve’s ability to conduct thorough investigations into foreign influence. Of note, the Federal Reserve has limited counterintelligence capabilities and authorities.280 “Although [Federal Reserve investigators] have ample experience with forensic analysis and employee investigations in support of Legal and Human Resources...there is very limited internal expertise on the discipline of Counterintelligence,” a Federal Reserve document obtained by the Committee notes.281 Federal Reserve officials further told the Committee that the Federal Reserve does “not conduct counterintelligence investigations,”282 despite providing the Committee with a February 2017 “P-Network Counter-Intelligence Analysis” and associated briefing noting, the Federal Reserve’s “counter-intelligence expertise”—while limited—is “growing.”283

However, the Federal Reserve does receive general intelligence reports from the Intelligence Community (though not specific to China).284 The Integrated Resiliency and Threat Program within the Federal Reserve receives these reports and disseminates them “as appropriate.”285

279 See FRB-PSI-0001073; FRB-PSI-0001108; FRB-PSI-0001146; FRB-PSI-0001161; FRB-PSI-0007296.

280 See FRB-PSI-0006731 (noting the Federal Reserve has “very limited internal expertise on the discipline of Counter-Intelligence”).

281 FRB-PSI-0006731.

282 Email from U.S. Fed. Reserve to Committee staff (July 18, 2022).

283 FRB-PSI-0006720, 6726–6735.

284 Committee Briefing with the Federal Reserve (Mar. 14, 2022).

285 Id.
Federal Reserve officials also told the Committee that they meet with the FBI two to three times each year to “make sure they don’t know something we don’t know.”

Prior to and during the Federal Reserve’s investigation and counterintelligence analysis into employees linked to Thousand Talents Programs, the Federal Reserve received no specific information from the Intelligence Community regarding China targeting Federal Reserve employees. In addition, Federal Reserve investigators did not have access to classified material that might have aided their work.

A lack of context and external intelligence also contributes to the Federal Reserve’s lack of investigative capability. “[A]nalysts commonly lacked enough context to adequately judge apparently suspicious activities or associations that have been observed [as part of the P-Network],” a Federal Reserve analysis notes. “[I]ntelligence may have been lacking, personal relationships only partially understood, or only portions of given communications threads observed.”

Timeliness and quantity of external intelligence reports also hindered Federal Reserve investigators. “There has been no fresh input/intelligence in this area for many months,” a February 2017 Federal Reserve counterintelligence analysis notes regarding P-Network individuals.

Looking to improve their ability to investigate potential foreign threats, Federal Reserve investigators acknowledge the need to collaborate closely with the FBI. “Aggressively pursuing collaboration with the FBI in the immediate-term not only could pay significant short-term dividends, but it is apt to lend insight towards achieving this longer-term partnership,” a February 2017 Federal Reserve investigative report notes.

III. Conclusion

China is determined to attain global supremacy, undermining the U.S. economy in the process. As this investigation has shown, China’s attempts at compromising the U.S. Federal Reserve have increased, and in some cases, seen success. In the future, China will certainly continue to target the Federal Reserve for malign
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influence and information theft. As the Federal Reserve National Incident Response Team warned:

[T]he Federal Reserve has been confronted with a challenge that will, if anything, become more pronounced. As with others in elite technical and analytical fields, our Research Economists have and will continue to reflect a more international demographic—one that, while certainly an asset for its diverse perspectives and networking opportunities, also represents a heightened threat of “foreign agent” targeting.294

Although the Federal Reserve took an important step by implementing a policy prohibiting its officials from receiving remuneration from restricted countries, including China, more needs to be done to ensure the Federal Reserve is secure from malign foreign influence.

The Federal Reserve need not forgo contact with China altogether—collaboration between the Federal Reserve and foreign institutions allows the Federal Reserve “to better understand and anticipate influences on the U.S. economy that emanate from abroad”295 and to work collectively to address threats and concerns to the global economic system.296 The Federal Reserve told the Committee, “[i]t is important [to] protect the integrity of the Federal Reserve, and its most sensitive technologies and information, while allowing continued and meaningful engagement with scholars, as both are essential to [the Federal Reserve’s] mission.”297 This investigation reaches the same conclusion—it is imperative to balance collaboration with foreign institutions against national security interests. However, China’s targeting of Federal Reserve officials appears rarely aimed at fostering legitimate collaboration, business arrangements, or research exchanges. Rather, China’s efforts seem aimed at malicious, undisclosed, and illegal transfers of information that seek to undermine the United States.298

Striking an appropriate balance between international collaboration and national security requires the Board of Governors and the presidents of the individual Federal Reserve Banks to exercise greater oversight, to evaluate regularly the risks and illegal conduct incentivized by Chinese talent recruitment efforts, and to take steps to safeguard the institution from malign foreign interference. At a minimum, the Federal Reserve System needs strict transparency and disclosure requirements

294 FRB-PSI-0006728.
297 Email from U.S. Fed. Reserve to Committee staff (July 18, 2022).
for employee conflicts of interest and conflicts of commitment. The Federal Reserve
must also implement a strong compliance and auditing program to ensure
employees report actual or potential conflicts. This is the only way our monetary
institutions can assess the risks to and prevent abuse of access to their information.